Dear All,

The 8th February – the first anniversary of death of dr Rauni Kilde - approaches and, as we promised at Berlin, we would like to honour her memory by proclamation of this date as International Day against Mind Control. Our public at Berlin accepted this idea, so we try now to maintain our engagement and realize this project.

As our budget is limited or inexistent, finally, we opted for the formula of special edition (at least 3 hours long program) at NTV, translated into English and with live transmission on the Web (the 8th February 2016, 12:00 – 15:00 www.niezaleztelewizja.pl). Then the whole edition will be repeated in the evening broadcast and put on YT.

Our aims:

- to promote International Day against Mind Control (IDAMC)
- to honour memory of dr Kilde
- to lobby for the ban of remote neural arms
- to present to the large public the movement of TI’s all over the world
- to mobilize our allies to support us

We will have a pleasure to welcome Mojmir Babacek and Henning Witte at the studio of NTV. This kind of medial event has his own dynamism but the schema of program is:

The first hour will be dedicated to evoke the personality and work of late Rauni Kilde (Henning Witte). Afterwards, we would like to present the letter of Mojmir Babacek and our associations to PE. Stopzet is preparing a separate petition to Polish Parliament. If we reach to formulate a good text before IDAMC, it will be commented too and so on concerning the others petitions – to others national parliaments or UN – if they exist and they promotors manifest the will, to talk about.

Soon we will put on the Web the special website for IDAMC (for a moment in two languages: Polish and English) and we can present there all these texts and invite our visitors to sign. If Peter help us, every pression of button can be connected with the site of authors of petition and transmit the voices.

However, first of all, we want invite all of you to participate at this event via Skype (we will try to organize the teleconference) or with the video pre-recorded in English and translated with subtitles into Polish.

I will contact you separately for the details but the main idea is to ask all organizers from Berlin to record, if possible, a short presentation (5-7 minutes) and to send it to us via WE TRANSFER at this address: wdr@otn.com.pl

Normally, we would like give you a possibility to participate actively to our discussion via Skype but the danger of malicious actions of secret services is so high that for eliminate the risk of interruption of connection and secure your presence at this event we need the plan B.
We realize that you are very busy and the time for realization is very short (we need the films for 3 February to put the Polish subtitles) but we hope that it could be possible.

The second part of program will be filled with the testimonies of victims of MC. We wil give the opportunity to tell their stories to 2 Poles (in studio) and 2 foreigners (on video). Mojmir would also present a dramatic case of harassment in Czech Republic.

In the third hour, we project to organize a debate on the mind control problem with the Polish journalists and politicians present in studio and with our foreign guests via Skype.

If you can mobilize for the occasion your friends or contacts, representants of these “professions” or the others representative persons from your countries, we will be happy to enlarge our circle of disputants. It can be done on video too (the limit date of reception – 3th February).

On our website we project to constitute a Honour Committee where the VIPs could express their support for our struggle (this time just with the usual data: name + function or title)

Finally, we have invited the associations of TIs from all over the world to participate in the project of IDAMC. You will find the details of the formula of this kind of participation in the separate letter but I ask all the disposers of forums or mailing lists of TIs to promote our initiative on putting my letter addressed to the national groups on theirs websites or on sending it to theirs correspondents. Perhaps, in this way, we can show our number, power and determination.

With Janusz, we sincerely apologize to inform you only now but the level of malicious actions of perpetrators against us since Berlin is quite unimaginable and our work seems a real obstacle race. So see you soon at video or Skype...

Warm regards from Wroclaw

Janusz I Ewa